Abstract. In this paper we describe an analysis system for logic programs which makes it possible to collect call-pattern dependent information about possible optimisations of individual atoms. The result of such an analysis is a collection of tables, one per predicate. Each table contains the specification of call patterns. For each specification, a list of program points is kept. These program points are the program points that can potentially be optimised when the predicate is called with a matching call pattern. Such a table does not only give a view on the potential of optimisation in a program, but as it relates the optimisations with call patterns, it also gives the circumstances in which an optimisation can occur. This information can be valuable input during the development of better version generation heuristics, or can simply be given as feedback to the programmer. The system is introduced using a simple optimisation example, then schematically generalised to abstract domains endowed with a generalised pseudo-complement operator. This abstract represents work in progress.
Introduction
We have previously developed a compile-time garbage collection (CTGC) system [8] for the modern logic programming language Mercury [9] . The purpose of such a system is to optimise the memory usage of a given program, by detecting at compile-time when heap-cells representing data become garbage and then deciding to reuse these heap-cells for representing new data. This analysis is based on liveness analysis, which itself is based on possible alias information [1] . Overall, the analyses are bottom-up goal-independent, which makes separate analysis of program modules possible [7] . The system was implemented and its evaluation was described in [8] . One of the recurring open issues in this work is the problem of controlling the number of optimised versions that are generated for each predicate in a program. As our attention was mainly focused on analysis precision and speed, we handled the versioning issue by simply deciding to generate at most two versions for each predicate: a plain non-optimised version which is always safe to call, and a top-notch fully optimised version which can only be used if the caller meets the (harsh) conditions that are required to perform all optimisations in the predicate. Given the maturity of the analyses, this ad hoc versioning scheme is no longer tenable as in practice, a lot of intermediate opportunities for memory usage optimisation are missed. The problem is that, although we are able to spot the optimisations, we do not have an adequate mechanism for collecting and comparing the possible optimisations before the actual versions are created.
Stretching this problem to a more general level, we think there is a need for an analysis tool which is capable of spotting possible optimisations and relating these optimisations to the call patterns for which they are safe. Indeed, if we can collect the possible optimisations per predicate as one single table, we can try to (automatically) reason about the versions that are interesting to generate. E.g. if more than one optimisation is spotted for the same call pattern description, then this may be a reason for generating a version with all these optimisations; or if a predicate has in its body a recursive call and the recursive call allows only one type of optimisation, then it might not be worthwhile to consider any other optimisations in this predicate. Such a table can also be interesting as feedback to the programmer: Why can an atom at some program point not be optimised? How does a predicate need to be called in order to profit from the full optimisation potential? It can also be seen as a step towards conceptually separating the analysis of a predicate from the version generation which depends on it, opening the field for better insights into the latter problem.
We assume that our starting point is a program in which each program point is already annotated with elements from some basic abstract domain upon which the intended optimisations can be decided. In the context of CTGC this means that all liveness and alias information is already at hand before reasoning about the optimisation opportunities. We assume that these annotations are call independent 1 , and that they can be used to approximate call dependent situations using the appropriate combination operator. This is not too much of a restriction, as we want to continue to be able to support modular programming, which requires a call independent approach to program analysis anyway.
Our technique derives all the potential optimisations in the scope of the underlying analysis results, which intrinsically means an overestimation of these optimisation opportunities. As a consequence extra controls need to be done when using this information for generating the appropriate safe versions. It is possible to avoid this overestimation, but then we need to decide which optimisations to keep, which is equivalent to the original versioning problem.
Intuitive Example
Suppose we are interested in optimizing unifications X = f (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ) if X, the left hand side, is ground 2 . We call these unifications deconstructions. We look at the code of append (Fig. 1) under the usual left-to-right resolution scheme. We use the notation i , or simply i for individual program points.
To discover and optimise these deconstructions, we could use a standard polyvariant groundness analysis [6, 3, 4] system. But such analyses are typically used to derive success patterns for predicates, while we are interested in deriving specifications of call patterns. Using Pos or Def, two of the major abstract domains used for groundness, we can at most derive that none of the unifications are deconstructions for the most general call pattern (all variables being free).
Recently King et al. [5] have introduced backwards analysis. Backwards analysis (as opposed to the classical forward analysis) can be used to derive so called demand substitutions instead of success substitutions. These demand substitutions give a representation of the call patterns for which the program code is guaranteed not to fail (w.r.t. some criterion such as termination, moding, etc.). Although backwards analysis allows the derivation of demand substitutions (which corresponds with the call patterns we are looking for), there are two reasons why this analysis does not fully fit our needs. A first reason is that, per predicate, backwards analysis computes information on a program point i using information it computed a step earlier for program point i + 1, the program point associated with the next atom within the same clause w.r.t. i, under the usual left-to-right resolution scheme. This is necessary if all the underlying basic information still needs to be derived, yet in our setting we consider this information already present. Therefore we want to translate the optimisation information at a program point to the head of the predicate definition, without visiting all the intermediate program points. The operator which makes this possible is the same as for backwards analysis: the pseudo-complement. The second reason why our goal does not immediately fit within backwards analysis is that if a predicate contains more than one unification that can possibly become a deconstruction, then the call patterns for each of these optimisations to occur are conjoined. This results in a restrictive call pattern for which all optimisations are safe, instead of a call pattern for which some individual optimisation may be done. Our goal is to derive the non-restrictive call pattern for optimisation.
For our example we need an abstract domain in which we can express groundness information. We can use Def [4] , or the more precise domain Pos [6] . The domains are ordered by logical implication, denoted by . They are extended with ⊥ reflecting the empty set of concrete substitutions. The top-element means no guaranteed groundness. Both domains can be used to derive call independent abstract information 3 . We use both domains ( Fig. 2 and 3 ). We denote call independent information at a program point i by ι i . This information can be used for approximating call pattern dependent information by combining it with call patterns. For both domains we can use the logical conjunction (∧).
Deconstructions are characterised by the fact that their left hand side is ground. In terms of Def as well as Pos this yields the call pattern X for any unification of the form X = f (Y 1 , . . . , Y n ). This optimisation rule is defined prior to the analysis, and constitutes the so called minimal requirement for the base atoms we consider for optimisation. A minimal requirement at a program point i is denoted by µ i (modulo renaming). E.g.: the minimal requirement for Fig. 3 . Optimisation derivation in Pos.
5 in append in Pos is Z (Fig. 3) , reflecting the fact that Z needs to be ground for the unification to be a deconstruction. Note that the tables only contain the relevant program points and that µ i for the calls is initially set to ⊥.
Given a call pattern δ for append, we can check whether 3 is a deconstruction by verifying the rule
for i = 3 . If append is called with a concrete call pattern approximated by δ, then ι 3 ∧ δ correctly approximates the concrete situation at that program point. We can also use equation (1) constructively for deriving the most general call pattern δ m for which µ i is satisfied and thus the optimisation is safe. Every call pattern δ for which δ δ m automatically satisfies (1). In the context of Pos this means computing the pseudo-complement of ι i w.r.t. µ i which corresponds to the logical implication [2] : δ m def = ι i → µ i . Def does not have a pseudo-complement in general, so in that case approximation may be needed. In general these pseudocomplements involve any variable of the predicate, while we are only interested in information regarding the variables occurring in the head of the predicate. Hence, a projection operation may be needed 4 . Fig. 2 and 3 list the projected pseudocomplements for each of the unifications of interest (column δ m i , "iter 1"). The projected pseudo-complements can have two interesting extreme values: -the optimisation is always possible, and ⊥ -the optimisation is never allowed.
At this stage we have derived that append has deconstructions if either X or Z is ground. This information, together with the associated program points, is summarised in row "iter 1" in Fig. 2 and 3 . Given this information we can check whether the recursive call to append can be optimised. To do so, we must reduce the obtained information into one single call pattern 5 by computing the least upper bound of the individual demand patterns. This yields X ∨ Z in Pos -if X or Z is ground, optimisation may be possible -but in Def -any call pattern may have some optimisation possible 6 . These call patterns can be interpreted as the minimal requirement for append to be optimised, and (1) can be applied and used for computing new pseudo-complements. E.g. for 4 , the pseudo-complement of X ↔ H ∧ Xt w.r.t. Xt ∨ Zt (notice the renaming) is X (upon projection). This result is natural as Zt is still a free variable before the recursive call. The new resulting optimisation table can be found in row "iter 2" in the given figures. A last iteration step confirms that a fixpoint is found.
The result of collecting the optimisations of append is as follows: call patterns in which X is ground allow the optimisation of { 1 , 3 , 4 }, call patterns in which Z is ground allow the optimisation of 5 (and by overestimation 4 in Def).
Brief Generalisation
In our example we used an abstract domain in which groundness information can be collected. This information is essential to be able to decide which program points may be optimised. As we want to work in a goal-independent setting, we want to be able to approximate goal dependent information correctly. We can generalise this idea to any basic abstract domain A, , , , ⊥, 7 . To compute the call dependent information in Pos and Def we used the greatest lower bound (∧), but in fact this can be generalised to any operator ⊗ : A × A → A, as long as the approximations are correct. The generalisation of (1) becomes:
where ι i is the call independent information at program point i, µ i is the minimal requirement for the base atom or the predicate call at i, and where δ represents a call pattern of the predicate to which i belongs. Using (2) we determine the largest call pattern δ for which (2) holds by computing a generalised pseudo-complement of ι i w.r.t. µ i and the operator ⊗ 8 and projecting the result onto the variables of the head of the predicate.
Each optimisation discovered in a predicate is put into a table relating the call patterns with the program points for which they enable optimisation. To use the results of this table for predicate calls, we combine all the obtained call patterns into one single call pattern using the least upper bound ( ), thus overestimating the possibilities of optimisation within that predicate. During version generation, extra controls need to be done in order to guarantee safeness.
Conclusion
Collecting information about possible optimisations within a program before actually generating code supporting the optimisations is, in our view, an essential step for a better understanding of which versions need to be generated to obtain better global optimisation results. Here we have developed a mechanism which makes it possible to relate the optimisations with the call patterns for which they are safe. We intend to further formalise this mechanism, study its correctness, and use it for our CTGC system. Implicitly, the current CTGC implementation [7] already uses a generalised pseudo-complement operator to translate local optimisation conditions to the variables in the head of a predicate.
By using instead of for combining optimisations we obtain an overestimation. We plan to reduce this overestimation by combining optimisations into sets of call patterns for optimisations.
